THE DAYS OF CANE
A look back at Hawai‘i’s storied sugar plantation history
by LESLIE LANG
photographs courtesy of HAWAII STATE ARCHIVES & HONOLULU STAR-ADVERTISER

Puunene Sugar Mill on Maui, 1989.
Honolulu Star-Advertiser photo
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From left to right: An undated photo of sugar cane workers in Hawai‘i, circa late 1800s;
Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company (HC&S) Mill in Pu‘unene currently serves
as headquarters for its far-reaching sugar cane fields stretching from Haili‘imaile to
Waikapu on Maui; A 20th-century working-class woman in Hawai‘i’s sugar cane fields.
Honolulu Star-Advertiser photos

If you glance beyond the beaches and the resorts, it’s not hard to see
Hawai‘i’s sugar plantation past. Its fibers still weave through the land—if
you know where to look.
You see it in the small, rural villages with their rows of close, “plantationstyle” homes facing each other. Workers lived in the low-profile, wood frame
houses and labored in the nearby sugarcane fields; some of their children
and grandchildren still live in those homes today. You can see some of the
ditches, where flumes carried sugarcane down waterways that led to sugar
mills near the ocean. That’s where the cane was processed, and then, the
sugar loaded into bags and put onto railroad cars.
The railway, an important part of the Islands’ plantation era, is gone now,
a victim of the 1946 tsunami that destroyed the railroad tracks and facilities—but you can see remnants of that, too, at the Big Island’s Train Museum in Laupahoehoe. Located alongside the Hamakua Coast’s Highway 19,
itself constructed upon the former railway route and bridges, the museum
preserves the history of the Islands’ railroads, which were built to transport
sugar to the wharf for loading onto ships.
And there are other places to glimpse Hawai‘i’s not-too-distant plantation-era past, too. In Waipahu, on O‘ahu, Hawai‘i’s Plantation Village is a
living history museum dedicated to remembering plantation life. There,
buildings have been restored or recreated to show the visitor what it was like
in a plantation village. Walk around the outdoor village, and you come upon
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people dressed for the period, perhaps washing clothes outside a home that
would have been in a Japanese camp, or cooking in a Chinese home’s kitchen.
On Kaua‘i, Grove Farm Homestead & Sugar Plantation Museum, in
Lihu‘e, is the well-preserved, 100-acre Wilcox homestead that was the center of that 19th-century sugar plantation. Museum collections there include
historic photos, ledgers of worker schedules and pay scales, as well as Hawaiian artifacts. Recorded oral histories play, and a restored, working sugar
train still operates.
Sugar, or ko in Hawaiian, is what’s known in Hawai‘i as a “canoe plant.”
It’s one of the plants Polynesians brought with them on their voyaging canoes when they settled these islands many hundreds of years ago. In 1778,
explorer Captain James Cook noted in his journal that he observed “plantations of plantains and sugar-canes,” planted in square or oblong sections.
It was in the 1830s that sugar plantations first opened, and the first sugar was exported from Hawai‘i. Most was processed in the mainland United
States, where it was refined and sold as C&H sugar, for “California & Hawai‘i.”
After the American Civil War started, and U.S.-grown sugar could no longer be shipped from southern sugar plantations up north, the price of sugar
skyrocketed. By 1864, Hawai‘i’s sugar was selling for 20 cents per pound.
That was up from only four cents per pound just three years earlier.
In Hawai‘i, sugar had become king, and sugar plantations—and their lifestyles—took hold.

Koloa Plantation, Kaua‘i
Sugar plantation camp at
Koloa, Kaua‘i.
Hawaii State Archives photo

Things wouldn’t be that sweet forever, though. They had a good long run,
but in the 1980s and ’90s, Hawai‘i’s sugar mills and plantations began to merge,
and then close.
Now there is just one sugar company still operating in Hawai‘i, and it’s on
Maui. Two childhood friends, Samuel Alexander and Henry Baldwin, founded
that company—now HC&S—back in 1870. Almost 150 years later, what started
out as 12 acres has become 36,000 acres planted in sugar. The company is now
the state’s largest farm. It’s also energy self-sufficient and provides six percent
of Maui’s total power supply.
HC&S produces 150-200,000 tons of raw sugar each year, and more
than 60,000 tons of molasses. Most of its raw sugar is sold under the C&H
label. Some is processed as specialty sugar products under the company’s
Maui Brand.
But aside from HC&S and cane still growing wild on the side of the road,
Hawai‘i’s sugar plantation days are mostly a memory now. And people are
nostalgic for the old times.
In Papa‘ikou on Hawai‘i Island, Wayne Subica runs the Hawai‘i Plantation
Museum, which is located in the former Onomea Plantation Store.
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Walking into that large museum space full of familiar plantation-era items,
signs, newspapers and more feels like walking back in time. Not only do former plantation workers enjoy seeing the old ways of life again, he says, as well
as kids on school field trips, but visitors do too.
“A lot of people from the mainland see these things relating to the old lifestyle, and it brings back memories of ‘do for yourself,’” Subica says.
“We had some people in here that grew up in gold country, and they said,
‘Look at those!’ We think they’re kaukau [food] tins, but they’re the same kind
the gold miners used to take their food in. We’re learning stuff, too.”
Like many who grew up in Hawai‘i, Subica remembers the plantation
days fondly.
“Back when I was growing up in the [plantation] camps in Mountain View,
nobody ever locked their doors,” he says. “Everybody trusted everybody. Some
grew crops; some went fishing; some went hunting, and everybody exchanged;
everyone shared. It was really friendly, much more friendly than now. Today,
some people don’t even know their neighbors.
“In the old days,” he says, “everybody grew up together, did things together.
It was really a community. It was good.”

